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A temple in an Orange
County office park? How
could anyone expect to
find the Goddess in such
a place?

W

hen I first heard about the Goddess Temple
of Orange County, I had never heard of a
modern Goddess temple. I imagined that it would
be very ornate, perhaps like the ancient temples
and cathedrals I have visited around the world.
I envisioned a California-style Balinese temple:
stone monuments carved with detailed images of
goddesses dancing in nature, heavy air infused with
exotic incense, while chattering monkeys hung
from weeping boughs. Or perhaps something like
the temples of Thailand: an enormous reclining
goddess whose womanly slopes are pressed with
gold leaf, watching over pagodas bedecked in mosaics, opulent arrangements of mirror chips in
silver, red, orange, green, and blue, thousands of
fragments reflecting the saffron robes of priestesses
walking their meditations. Or a classical Greek
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temple: jasmine vines curling around doric columns,
ocean breezes spreading salt-scented air in the open
sanctuary graced by the smooth marble statues.
“I don’t want you to be disappointed,” a friend
cautioned. She had already made the pilgrimage.
“It’s in an office park.”
How could a Goddess temple be in an office
park? “What do you mean ‘an office park?’”
“I mean, it’s in one of those boxy office buildings
surrounded by warehouses and parking lots.”
Hmm. I re-assessed my expectations, preparing for something more modest. But I had heard a
great deal about this place; the Temple offers two
Sunday services for women, as well as tantric dance
classes, classes for young girls, drumming circles,
and various workshops during the week. I felt that I
just had to discover the Temple for myself.

From my home in Los Angeles, I drove an hour
and a half south into the heart of conservative
Orange County. As my friend had warned, I had
to navigate a complex of warehouses and cookiecutter office buildings, until a sign on the side of
a building announced: “The Goddess Temple of
Orange County.”
From the outside there was nothing remarkable about the space; a nice patch of grass in front
of the entrance softened the office park ambiance.
But a delightful transformation soon began.
Moving through the foyer into the temple
proper, I was approached by a Priestess who offered to clear my energy with a simple bell ceremony. I began my sojourn at a basin of water that
invited me to perform a self-blessing. I sprinkled
my brow lightly, and then moved clockwise around

the room. To my left were nine altars and shelves brimming with goddess images.
Under a large statue of Mary assortments of ritual
tools were displayed, including a large basket of tea
lights, an array of oils, incense, and prayer cards. Women
are invited to use these for doing personal work at the
altars of their choosing. They inscribe their deepest
longings, gratitude, and prayers on the prayer-cards
and leave them on the altars. We were invited to touch
everything on the altars and to leave whatever gifts or
offerings inspired us. The only restriction was a request
not to take anything that we didn’t personally place on
the altars. “We would never interfere with a woman’s
spell,” said Reverend Ava, the
founder of the Temple, in answer to
my questions. “At the turn of each
season, each altar is ritually cleaned
and cleared, and the accumulated
prayer cards are burned in a prayer
ceremony to make way for women’s
work of the new season.”
At the time of my visit altars
honored the goddesses Hygiea,
Quan Yin, Diana, moon goddess Hebe, sun goddess Oshun,
Lakshmi, and PAX (blessings of
Peace). Each altar was festooned
with statues, flowers, candles, a description of the goddess’ qualities, crystals, animal totems and books. We
were welcome to anoint ourselves with oils that represented each goddess. I dabbed a bit of the Diana oil on
my wrists, and moon oil on the back of my neck.
As I made my way around the room, a priestess offered me a bindi for my forehead. I was delighted, as I
have long loved this Indian ritual costuming of the third
eye and believe it awakens a sense of beauty. Gazing
at the women gathering for the service I had come to
attend, I witnessed the bindi’s effect on all of them: an
opening of sensuousness, backs straightened, eyes laughing. There was magic afoot.
My exploration of this small temple eventually led
me to the curtained entrance of the Grotto, one of the
temple’s most enchanting features. Inside the curtained
cocoon is a forest wilderness in miniature, with just
enough room for a woman to perch on a wide wooden
stump next to an euphonious fountain, featuring healing
waters from the grottos at Lourdes and the Chalice Well
at Glastonbury. Bark and vines, soft twinkling lights,
and golden imprints of fairies and dragonflies cover the
walls. Overall, I was amazed and delighted; the temple
was a genuine realization of communal sacred space.

We need our Goddess temples!
As a Goddess-honoring woman, I consider the Earth
to be sacred, and I experience Her in nature around me
— to experience Her divinity, I don’t need dedicated
monuments or monolithic temples. I can rub soil between my fingers, breathe deeply, light a candle, shed a
tear. I can sit still and feel that sacred connection as the
energy flows through me, and it is that very energy that
sanctifies the space around me.
I planted a fig tree in my backyard. The tree bears
sacred fruit, succulent, pink, womb-like — the fig is
the fruit of women’s knowledge. I honor this tree each
month; I sit with her and offer the blood of my menses
as her fertilizer. As I bleed, I hold communion with the sky, while pressing my
limbs against the Earth.
But while I honor the Goddess in
isolation, I long for more. I think of all
the communities of Goddess-loving
women who have found one another
slowly through magazines like this one,
through bookstores, on the Internet, and
by chance. I think of the past sixteen
years during which I have honored the
Goddess, connected to other women
through books and imagination, but
physcially isolated in my practice. And
I long for a spiritual space that holds a community of
women — a place less ethereal than the sanctity of my
intention, sometimes I longed to visit the Goddess in her
home. And, it seems, I am not alone in that longing.
You can find them on the Internet — ambitious
projects scattered across Britain and the United States.
Collectives of women — often men, too — working to
create temples to honor their chosen goddesses. The earliest one that I have found is the House of the Goddess,
a simple wooden structure built by a group of English
women in 1984.
In 1993, Genevieve Vaughan commissioned the
Temple of Goddess Spirituality in Nevada, dedicated to
Sekhmet. The Temple is open to women and men who
seek to honor the Goddess; regular rituals are held there
on all of the sabbats as well as the new and full moons.
(See “My Journey with Sekhmet, Goddess of Power and
Change” by Genevieve Vaughan in SageWoman #42).
Then in 2002 the Glastonbury Goddess Temple was created by a group of priestesses. One wrote,
“The vagaries of our climate make it impossible to
manage out of doors at all seasons, and we became increasingly tired of lugging around all the paraphernalia we have collected to decorate our temple — fabrics,

While I honor
the Goddess in
isolation, I long
for more. I long to
visit the Goddess
in Her home.
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where young girls could celebrate their menarche;
where all milestones and initiations could be witnessed and celebrated; where priestesses could train in
the skills and arts of that profession with a variety of
teachers of many disciplines. It is possible.”2

paintings, statues, and other artworks, all at risk of
being lost or damaged because they had no permanent
home. It is disheartening to build a beautiful temple
for a festival and dedicate the space, to feel it become
more sacred as people come along to worship and love
the Lady, only to have to tear it all down and dissipate the energy scant days later! We needed space to
meet, to heal, for teaching and learning. We needed
publicly to acknowledge and proclaim Her presence.
We wished to create a beautiful place, abounding in
love, creative energy, and the joy of the Goddess. Most
important of all, She wanted a temple and has made
this desire clear to many of us.”1
The Glastonbury Temple exists today in a simple
rented building as fundraising continues to create a
permanent space.
A visit to the Glastonbury temple inspired Heidi
Couture, founder of Wisdom Evoking Spirit, to create
a Goddess temple on donated land in Massachusetts.7
Visiting both the Glastonbury Goddess Temple and the
Sehkmet Temple in Nevada inspired Australian crone
priestess, Anique Radiant Heart, to begin fundraising
for an Australian Goddess temple.
“I decided that I needed to create a permanent
temple on my land.…There had to be at least one
temple in Australia, totally dedicated to the worship of
the Goddess. A temple open to all who wished to connect with the divine, and not only a temple, a place
of teaching and learning … a temple where people
could gather for worship and celebration of the Goddess; where people could come and get married; where
babies could be named in the sanctity of the Goddess;

A practical approach to Goddess temples
Driven by founder Reverend Ava’s artistic sensibility,
The Goddess Temple of Orange County is an installation dedicated to the Goddess. Imagine the underground tunnels in Malta or the cave temples of Crete,
and you realize that with enough paint and inspiration
— a garage, living room, abandoned warehouse, or a
windowless office — any modern cavern can become a
sanctuary. Ava has provided a realizable blueprint for
women all over the world to create sacred space — and
more significantly, public sacred space.
Undaunted by visions of majestic temples, she began
by drafting a simple business plan, which included the
financial self-sufficiency of the Temple within eighteen
months. Regarding space, she developed a list of twelve
simple bullet-points, including such essentials as free
parking, 1,000 square feet of space, zoning for churches,
space for an office and reception area, proximity to her
home, freeway access, nice neighborhood, a large patch
of grass and trees in front of the entrance, easy to find,
and an agreeable landlord.
Reverend Ava approached prospective landlords
straightforwardly regarding her intentions. Some were
horrified, while others were intrigued. During this
process, every morning before leaving the house, she
repeated a self-created ritual for temple manifestation.
When the day arrived to sign her name to a lease, she
had performed the temple manifestation ritual a total of
464 times.
“And then the magic really began,” Reverend Ava
says. Referring to the film Field of Dreams, she comments, “As they say, ‘If you build it, they will come,’ and
come they did. When we needed someone to assemble
furniture, a woman would show up who could do just
that. Carpenters, painters, whatever I needed, women
came and just kept coming. We are so proud that this
Goddess temple was physically created entirely by
women.”
Though Ava remains the backbone of the Temple
as its director and founder, in the thirteen months since
its founding, the temple community has swelled with
congregants and priestesses, all bringing their unique
gifts to the service of the Goddess. The collective
energy of many women’s generous intentions forms the
soothing balm that greets each woman as she enters the
Temple.
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The Temple is funded
entirely from voluntary donations and Reverend Ava was
delighted to inform me that the
Temple became self-supporting well before the projections.
As the basket circles the temple
after the service, Reverend Ava
asks that each woman give what
she can and if all she can afford
is her blessing over the basket,
then that is thanks enough.
“Many of the women who come
here are having a very difficult
time and they can’t afford to
make a monetary gift. Others
are blessed with the ability to
make substantial financial commitments. But it is the spiritual
energy each woman brings to
sacred community that really
matters.” That energy is swelling with the increasing number
of women who congregate at
the Temple.
The Goddess Temple of Orange County, the Glastonbury
Goddess Temple, the Sehkmet
Temple and other fledgling
Goddess temples provide us
with inspiring examples of what
may be accomplished by any
priestess with enough dedication. Guided by these examples,
perhaps others will be inspired
to embark on the realization of
their own visions of communal
sacred space for women.
As goddess-honoring women, we learn from our
traditions that the essential ingredients for our temples
are laughter, devotion, and a profound love of women
and the Goddess. Whether we are meeting in a grove
of trees or wading in the ocean, we are surrounded by
the sacred. Whether we honor the Goddess with the
simplest of altars or dedicate beautifully ornamented
public space to Her worship, we are infinitely blessed by
our ability to connect with Her through the simple joys
of Her sacred space. We are fortunate that our growing
numbers allow us to move out of our isolation to create
communities and public, permanent temples in which to
honor Her.
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Endnotes
1
www.goddesstemple.co.uk/season/temple.html,
accessed 4/28/2005.
2
www.herwill.net/goddesstemple.html, accessed
4/28/2005. i
— Diana Partington first encountered the
Goddess when reading The Mists of Avalon. She lives
in Los Angeles with her husband and two daughters.
Suzanne Cheryl Gardner lives and works in
Washington State. You can find her work online at
www.suzannesart.com.
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